Hello!

My name is Joel (he/him), and I am stoked to be your RA this year! I grew up in a small town in Florida and I am so happy to now call Chicago my home. My art practice consists of colored pencil and multimedia works, so you will mostly find me in the Painting and Drawing department.

As your RA, I hope to closely get to know you all and act as one of your first guides to SAIC and the city as a whole. My goal is to help you in whatever way I can throughout the school year. Please look forward to our floor and individual meetings, as well as the exciting events the other RAs and I are going to host for y'all! If there is anything you would like to talk to me about or any questions you might have, please do not hesitate to reach out to me through my email or my Instagram; I would love to hear from you!

jjarqu@saic.edu @joeljrqn